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Abstract: In the article the influence of different factors on the depth of transformations in the structure
of articles material out of suspension polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, fluoroplastic-4, F-4). It is proved, how
compaction of material structure appreciated by evaluation of coefficient gas permeability by helium
depends on the properties of initial material and operational modes of pressing and sintering of workpiece
blanks and can alter more than a hundred times. The motive forces for compaction of material structure
are the transformations in amorphous stage of PTFE structure of nanolevel.
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1. The Nanotechnologies Use For Decreasing Of Gas Permeability Of Fettling Of
Chemical Apparatus And Pipeline Units Made From PTFE

The majority of producers of articles based on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) have been using
nanotechnologies for a long time not being aware of using them. It occurs because of the fact, that
physical and chemical showings connected in different ways due to interaction of big number of
technological factors with unappreciated direct characteristics of the material structure are being used to
appreciate the properties of the articles material.

One of the founders of nanotechnologies Richard Feynman wrote, that when we speak about
nanotechnologies, then the subject of the conversation is the problem of control and management of
compound structure in the interval of very small sizes with astonishingly complicated inner world of
forms. Nanotechnology is a using of particles of compound or compound structures with sizes less than
100nm and significantly influencing effectiveness of results obtained.

Let's consider, how this concerns  suspension (granular) PTFE [1- 9, 53].

PTFE is referred to as crystal amorphous polymers. Its properties are described in details in a
number of literature sources [10- 22]. Macromolecule of PTFE in crystal condition has a form of cylinder
spiral with outer shell of fluorine atoms. One of scheme models of molecules of PTFE  is showed at Pic.
1.

Pic 1. PTFE molecules.
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According to literature sources [6, 9, 21] carbon atoms of PTFE are closely screened by fluorine
atoms, the unavailability of active atoms of other chemical elements to carbon atoms is explained by
that fact. The spiral form of macromolecule is a consequence of the fact, that fluorine atoms have got a
large radius. At flat zigzag conformation they do not fit in the length of 0,254 nm corresponding to the
distance between two carbons separated by the third atom. The turn of every C-C bond from the flat
disposition approximately at 17o increases this distance up to 0,27nm, that distance is close to doubled
radius of fluorine atom. The angle between C-C bonds is 116o. Macromolecules of PTFE in amorphous
phase possess a bigger mobility and experience a bigger temperature expansion. That is confirmed by
the fact, that at increasing of temperature from 20 to 320oC the coefficient of molecular packing
decreases from 0,66 to 0,60 in crystal and from 0,58 to 0,46 - in amorphous fields.

The chains of PTFE molecules are located along the tapes, the length of polymer chains exceeds in
dozen times the width of tape, that confirms the folding of PTFE molecules and forming of crystallites
with folded chains. The crystal phase of PTFE contains long tapes with width ranging from 0.2 to 1,0 μm
consisting of parallel tapes perpendicular to the long axis of tape. At slow cooling of sample wide tapes
are formed, at fast cooling -more narrow ones.

Pic.2. PTFE Structure Scheme

Permolecular structure of polymers (PS) is defined by mutual dislocation of singular elements of
structure in space, their inner structure and character of interaction. The sizes of these elements
included into permolecular formations of different grade of complexity significantly exceed the sizes of
separate macromolecules.

PS of PTFE samples obtained in different ways has been studied by a number of researchers in the
1960-s using methods of electron microscopy and diffraction of electrons. Sizes of structure elements
were measured in angstrems (Å). At quoting of these data we will also use this unit of measurement to
keep the author's description, meaning, that 1nm is equal to 10 Å.

At Pic. 2 the schematic image of structure unit of PTFE [7] is listed. It is called by different authors
"lamel" or "fiber". At Pic. 3 the photo of PTFE is listed, at which the aggregates of such models, their
location and density of package in real structure of material can be seen [10]. They consist of
microfibers with the same diameter of about 450 Å.

Pic.3. PTFE Permolecular Structure.

Microfibrils consist of plates with thickness of about 60 Å. These plates are arranged into blocks of
length about 475 Å. Crystal fields multiple for fibers of diameter of 450 Å on the length within the range of
160-7000 Å are located along the fibers.



Pic.4. The Scheme of Lamel's Streching In Microfibrils.

The facts listed in different works slightly differ from one another, but the range of meanings of
structural elements is the same. The ends of loops of molecular chains form amorphous phase. Their
sizes can be appreciated using the schematic picture of chains fragments at Pic. 5 [10] and compare
with real structure of PTFE at Pic. 3. During thermal impact the alteration of sizes of crystal and
amorphous fields in PTFE are described in the work [10]. Their sizes at different temperatures are listed
at scheme at Pic. 5.

Pic.5. The Scheme of Lamel's Streching In Microfibrils..

In the melt the form of molecular chains practically doesn't change and a high grade of ordering of
lamels' structure in microfibrils is kept [8].

In the process of stretching of samples made from PTFE the lamels are being transformed into the
beam of tightly packed "fibrils" according to mechanism at Pic. 4 [10]. The photos of deformed real
structure of material listed at Pic. 6 [10] confirm that. Blocks of lamels and their interactive location form
different permolecular structures [54]. As we can see on the listed photos the most defective and
incomplete fields by structure and sizes are the amorphous fields of all permolecular structures.
Permolecular structures can be called the second level of material's structure.

Pic.6. Stretching Of PTFE Lamels Into Microfibrils.



The properties of polymers are defined by their molecular structure, but these properties are
discovered and transferred all onto further levels of permolecular structure and macrostructure of the
material. The structures created by particles of PTFE can be considered the third level.

Such properties as electric strength, gas permeability, deformability at tension and compression,
frictional wear and other properties depend on the form of particles, their inner and outer structure, on
their sizes, particles' distribution according to sizes, presence and quantity of fillings, the grade of
monolithization of the material by the borders of powder particles in the process of pressing and baking.
It has been proven by a number of researchers [36-50]. We can probably add the stabilization of the
material structure or its rebuilding at additional thermal treatment of articles in the form of anneal or
structure rebuilding during welding to the fact said above.

In [29] the annealing is referred to as the thermal treatment connected to the reaching of state of melt
and further crystallization to increase the grade of polymer's crystallinity and the slow cooling after the
heating up to 327oC to lower the residual tensions is called normalization.

The anneal with obtaining melt with temperature point close to melting point and anneal with
temperature significantly increasing the melting point are being discussed in P.H. Gail [13] and
Wunderlich's [14-15] monographies. The high level of anneal point leading to increasing of the lamels'
width and long-term crystallization are the reason of forming the deficient spherulitic structures of PTFE.

The fast crystallization leads to higher defectiveness and relative microporosity of permolecular
structures, especially in amorphous fields. Crystallization under pressure promotes the forming of
crystallites with stretching chains and structure of more orderliness. All that influences on the level of
physical and mechanical properties of articles' material or rebuilding of structure at welding. It does
make sense to use the term of normalization of workpiece blanks as a heating up to 327oC and the
term of annealing as a heating above that temperature point of phase transfer.

The structure of specially deformed annealed workpiece blanks, which is being created at
deformation of articles under pressure when the structure rebuilding is going on forming crystallites with
stretching chain at tension or the compaction of PTFE structure in the processes of compression or
press forming of articles can be considered the forth level.

The second, third or fourth levels of structures can be characterized by the density of the material
structure. According to Specification [34] the density of tubes made of PTFE should not be less than
2,00 g/cm3 and the density of test samples must not exceed 2,21 g/cm3 [1]. This is the formal range of
density (volume mass) of articles made ofPTFE defined using the method of hydrostatical weighing
according to GOST (State standard) 15139 [35].

The range of density definition using this method doesn't exceed 10,5%. At evaluation of density of
material structure by gas permeability the sensitivity of method allows evaluating the differences in the
structure density differing more than in 150 times.

If two samples made from PTFE have the same porosity stated in percent but one sample has
several big pores and another one has a lot of small ones, then the mass density of both the samples
will be same and the gas permeability will be different.

The density of structure of articles made from PTFE can be quantitively defined by using such
showing as a material's gas permeability by helium coefficient. Optical microscopy widely used in in
material science for structural-phase analysis doesn't always appear to be effective at research of
permolecular structures of polymer materials. It is due to the optical microscopes resolution which
doesn't exceed 300 nm, while the main element of crystal structure - crystallite - is often close in its
sizes to 100 nm, and the sizes of structural formations of amorphous phase are in several times
smaller.

Due to that the electron microscopy found its wide range application in studying of permolecular
structure of polymer materials [13-15, 51, 52, 55]. Several observing methods of structure using thin
films precipitated from the solution, the replicas from the surface of sample slice, the replicas from the
splits or splits themselves are known. The methods using the replicas from split or splits themselves
are the most suitable methods for polymer materials. It is supposed, that at low temperature break of
polymer sample the fragile crack is spreading over the borders of permolecular formations. The
studying method of permolecular structure right at the surface of split is spread. The preparation of
samples is carried out by the method of fragile break at liquid-nitrogen temperature. The electrically
conducting coating 10 nm thick is being put onto the surface of split by sputtering of aluminium or gold at
high vacuum. However, electron beam can influence the material's structure and partially break it during
observing or photographing. Nevertheless, the use of this method allows visual evaluation of the density
extent and defectiveness of packing in permolecular structures of articles' material.

Permolecular structures can be seen at photos obtained with the help of electron microscope and at
acoustic screening - acoustic tomography. Acoustic method and defying of gas permeability are the
non- breaking studying methods of material structure. As far as it is known, the acoustic method is
developed mainly to study the biological objects and not the PTFE. As we managed to know, the
authors of this method consider it appropriate to study the structure of PTFE. Adding one's another, both



of the studying methods of material structure of PTFE articles allow purposeful influencing on its
structure by changing the technological modes of articles production. The development of acoustic
microscope, sets of defying gas permeability and measuring methods of different in structure articles
will require financing.

Let's trace logically the all main stages of production of workpiece blanks made from PTFE
considering the photos of material structure of different level. At photos of Pic. 7-9 different particles of
PTFE powder of three types from different lots are shown. The shown forms of particles are the ones of
many. There can be open, half opened and closed enclosures inside the particles. The particles of
powder can be the agglomerates of smaller particles (Pic. 7). The particles can have villus or sharp
spikes, which attract the dust from air (Pic. 8). The part of particles' surface can be smooth up to glitter
and another part can be matt (Pic. 9).

Pic.7. Powder Particle. Type 1.

Pic.8. Powder Particle. Type 2.

Pic.9. Powder Particle. Type 3.

During the filling of forming pocket of mold the powder of one lot can behave itself as "cotton wool": it
consolidates at the place, where the portion had been put. The powder from another lot of PTFE is like



sand - it "runs" over the forming pocket at gradual local tamping of filled layer in the mold, especially at
making of large capacity articles of complex configuration like branches and junctions.

The particles sizes of PN markfluoroplast-4 (trade mark of Russian granular PTFE) powder of one lot
can be within the narrow range and they do not exceed 100-200 μm and there can be such a lot, in
which there are more than 15% of particles with sizes exceeding 800-1000 μm. The mass density of
workpiece blanks obtained from such a lot usually won't exceed 2,08-2,12 g/cm3 at any regulated
modes of molding and baking in spite of any efforts. Their gas permeability by helium will be lower than
1,5*10-16 m4/N*s.

To make it simple further the multiplier at permeability coefficient equal to 10-16 is being skipped and
dimension in m4/N*s is not being listed. It is a kind of conventional unit of measurement to shorten the
record. Here we must explain, that helium was used as a test gas. The measurement of quantity of
diffusate was done using thermal conduction detector of gas chromatograph. The results obtained at
control tests were compared with the results of helium gas permeability definition using volumetric
method obtained in Scientific Production Association " NPO Kvant". There were no significant
differences of results of control definitions. The samples cut out from dressed sheets and from fettling of
assemblies of pipelines made using hydrostatic molding were used for studies.

The measurements were conducted at room temperature. The using of helium was based on the
following facts: 
- high penetrability of helium provides minimum measurement period; 
- helium is a nonexplosive gas, as well as diffusing hydrogen; 
- diffusion coefficient and coefficient of helium solubility do not depend on its partial pressure;  
- sorption of helium by polymers is a pure physical process with absence of interaction with samples'
material; 
- maximum free volume of polymers available to sorbates' is equal to volume, which helium molecules
can occupy at balanced sorption [33]; 
- Using of helium for carrying out of non-destructive method of quality control of finished products using
standard methods with application of helium leak detector is possible; [80].

Different technologies of producing the workpiece blanks out of PTFE powder are described in a
number of works [23-28]. During pressing of workpiece blanks the particles of powder are getting closer
with each other, turning around trying to stand with their main geometrical axe in direction perpendicular
to the direction of pressing partially hampering each other in occupying the most energetically profitable
position. Under the influence of puncheon the particles are being deformed and packed. The air being
pushed from the powder is hampering that. The air shrinks inside the powder and under the created
pressure finds or creates the channels for itself between the particles to the direction of gaps situated in
the impression. At compression pressing that are usually the gaps formed between the puncheon and
walls of matrix and between the puncheon and central lock. Due to different properties of initial powder
and different sizes of moulds the air channels will obtain unpredictable directions and sizes. As we can
see, it is hard to expect a particular order in the package of powder particles. The formed vaults, arches
and spaces between the not properly adjoined pressed particles are seen on the photos of green
workpiece blanks, displayed in the Pic. 10 and 11.

Pic.10. Particles' Packing Upon Pressing



Pic.11. Friabilities in the Particles' Packing after Pressing

During sintering under the influence of Van der Waals forces the particles of powder bind together and
form more or less monolithic structure [31 -32] not transferring to the state of traditional melt. The
degree of intergrity depends on the average size of particles, on the distribution of particles according to
sizes, on the amount of molding pressure, on the rheological characteristics of particles' material - an
ability to deform and flow upon reaching the yield strength under the influence of applied pressure, on
the level of tensed state of the material of initial particles of powder, on the conditions of thermal
processing of workpiece blanks during all the stages of sintering. The combination of mentioned factors
creates the structures defying the mechanism of medium penetration through the work piece blanks
material. This can be the diffusion penetrability (volume flux, surface flux) and relative permeability
(molecular flow or Knudsen flow, laminar flow or Pyazeille flow, flowing out of holes) [30].

On the photos listed below you can see the structures of different level of PTFE samples allowing
comparing the grade of their homogeneity or imperfection.

The magnification degree for permolecular structures ranges from 5000 to 10 000, and for
macrostructure it is about 800.

At Pic. 12 you can the particle of PTFE powder after thermal treatment at free condition at sintering
temperature. On the surface of the particle the smallest bumps can be seen, by which the particles can
be attracted to each other, judging by the sharp increase of such particles on the edges of sintering
particles.

Pic.12. Border between sintered and unsintered material

At Pic. 13 you can see the border of the gradual transit from sintered PTFE to the sintered one.
Special conditions of thermal treatment for compressed workpiece blank were created to obtain such
border.

Pic.13. Freely sintered particles of PTFE powder.



The density of material's structure at macrolevel is defined by the presence of defects at the borders
of powder's particles coalescence. At the presence of visible borders the gas permeability is rather high.
It can be seen on the photos listed at Pictures 14, 16 and 18.

When obtaining macrostructure with merged particles borders gas permeability can decrease in 5
-100 times, that can be seen at photos of pictures 15, 17 and 19.

The samples, which structure can be seen at photos of pic. 14 and 15 have been obtained from one
lot of powder. The samples, which structure can be seen at photos of Pic. 16 and 17 and as well as on
the photos of Pic. 18 and 19 have been obtained from one lot of the powder as well. Judging by these
photos we can see, that we can obtain the articles of significantly different value of gas permeability
from one lot of powder, at that the possible range of gas permeability alteration is different for every lot.
The magnitude degree at photos of Pic. 14 - 19 is the same at every picture and equals 2000.

Pic.14. Material Structure of 1,05
Permeability

Pic.15. Material Structure of 0,01
Permeability

Pic.16. Material Structure of 1,35
Permeability

Pic.17. Material Structure of 0,28
Permeability

Pic.18. Material Structure of 1,1
Permeability

Pic.19. Material Structure of 0,2
Permeability

Using purposeful selection of powder lot, special techniques of pressing and sintering of workpiece
blanks the reachable degree of gas permeability can be regulated. There are techniques of additional
thermal treatment of already baked workpiece blanks or already made articles allowing both decreasing
and increasing of the reached degree of gas permeability.

Monitoring the alterations of gas permeability degree during baking process it was stated when and
with what intensity the gas permeability degree changes. This laid the basis for controlling the material
monolythization degree of workpiece blanks obtained from PTFE.

At Pic. 20 you can see the photo of cut of especially obtained welded joint starting from visible border
of welded details passing from right upper corner down angularly approximately of 45o till forming of



monolithic pieces of connected by joint details. Welding of PTFE is carried out using diffusion method.
Within the range of welded pieces we can see the intrusion of structural elements through the former
border between the details.

Pic. 20. Structure of the material in the weld

At Pic. 21 large-size workpiece blanks from PTFE made using hydrostatic pressing are shown as an
example to demonstrate the results reached in practice. On the left - the body of experimental bathtub
made from PTFE of 1000 mm diameter and 400 mm diameter sleeve to obtain manganese by melting
ore using arc, and on the right - the reactor's body of FPTFE and diameter of 1600 mm, tankage of 2 m3

and weight of 800 kg to wash off the gold in Zeravshan (Uzbekistan). Twelve reactors with such bodies
were used in the Institute of Nuclear Researches of RAS (Baksan Neutrino Observatory) in the
telescope to obtain the information allowing to study the mechanism of Sun luminosity.

Pic. 21. Tanks from PTFE

2. The Role Of Material Structure Compacting For Improving of Different Properties Of
Articles Made from PTFE

The possibility of controlling the density of different level material structure had been shown above
using the example of gas permeability of fettling made of PTFE. Let's consider the qualitative side of role
of FPTFE articles material structure compacting for improving the other properties of articles.

The increasing of electrotechnical PTFE articles electric strength can be achieved by compacting the
material structure. The electric strength of air is equal to 3 kV/mm [71]. According to GOST (state
standard) 10007-80 the electric strength of accepted PTFE must be no less than 50 kV/mm. The
electrical breakdown in polymer materials is beginning in air-filled channels remained in the material
structure. At strong heating of ionized air in these channels the destruction of polymer at the channel
walls occurs with burning of magistral holes of the most fanciful shapes [78].

Air-filled channels in the structure of PTFE workpiece blanks can remain due to the presence borders
between the powder particle which had not closed at sintering. If you can provide the deleting of borders,
then the compacting of material's amorphous stage can be reached using the same technological
methods as are used at significant decrease of gas permeability. The definition of electric strength is
carried out by GOST (State standard) 6433.3 and GOST (State standard) 10007-80 [80,1]. This is the
destructive control method. Using the same samples at first we can define gas permeability and then
the electric strength of material and then find the correlation between gas permeability and electric



strength. Altering the samples making technology to achieve the material structure of higher density
with measuring their gas permeability or carrying out the additional normalization or baking/annealing the
workpiece blanks using different modes we can using the methods of mathematical planning of
experiments or factor analysis find the direction for the purpose of increasing electric strength moving
along the gradient. At that, of course, we should take into account common for every material laws of
physics of solid body and specific particularities of fluoropoymer [71-74]. Using well-tested techniques
of workpiece blanks structure optimization, which are obtained with the use of hydrostatic pressing, we
managed to develop the production technique of electrical insulating inserts made from PTFE for gas-
insulated switch for ac voltage up to 110 kV which have been competing for more than 10 years with
insulators produced by other technologies and even with the use of imported materials. The unit of
device with the use of such details made from PTFE is shown on the Pic. 22. The darkened details are
made from PTFE.

Pic. 22.Gas-Insulated Switch Unit

Regulating the material structure we can achieve a high level of indices of deformation resistance
during extension and compaction of PTFE articles. We will describe specific mechanical properties of
PTFE articles in other articles.

At Pic. 3 we can see, how lamels are orienting at the extension direction during sample's stretching.
At Pic. 14 the remaining borders between the powder particles in the sintered workpiece blank can be
seen. As we have already seen, at certain modes of pressing and sintering we can obtain different
material structure in workpiece blanks. At extension and compaction different structures are deforming
differently. In the book [78] it is noticed, that structure characteristic influenced most of all the formation
of the properties rather than the crystallinity grade. In the book by Asadsky [77] the close connection
between deformation properties, character and inner structure of permolecular structures - their type,
form and sizes is being noticed. Regulating permolecular structures, we can alter mechanical properties
within wide range. We can influence mechanism and process of deformation, structural transformations
and deformations.

Anisotropy, viscoelasticity, thermoelasticity and the size of end deformation can be influenced as well
[61, 68-70, 75-77].

Fluffy material structure influences chemical resistance of PTFE articles. The information on the
results of PTFE samples test which were put into the different media in free and deformed state for a
long time under the weight, which level was close to the liquid yield strength of PTFE is available. After
remaining in these media in a free state for a one year the samples' mechanical properties have not
changed at all. The durability and elongation of the samples remained under the weight in petrol,
kerosene and acetone have changed at break for more than 15% [63]. According to GOST (State
standard) 1220 [79] the appreciation of chemical resistance of polymer to reagent action is being done
according to alteration of the mechanical showings.

If the alteration of mechanical showings is more than 15%, then the polymer chemical resistance will
be considered as insufficient. According to that data PTFE should have been referred to as chemically
unstable materials in the media mentioned. There is information on the problems of a similar type when
using PTFE in bromine and bidistillate. Mentioned media are not related to the ones, for which the
application of PTFE according to Appendix to GOST 10007-80 [1] is limited. Such phenomena can be
encountered at for other media as well. Apart from the loss of mechanical properties the cases of
impregenating of PTFE tubes walls with hydrocyanic acid, chloralem are known. Many probably can
add to the information of such nature. Our explanation for these phenomena is as follows. The reason
for all these phenomena can be considered the fluffy material structure of samples or the articles used.
The so called "Rehbinder Effect" is known, its action mechanism is that at penetrating of media into the
thickness of material a disjoining effect in the tops of microfissures and in the sharp end points of
micropores, which later will develop into magistral microcracks, is starting to act.

Here the action of laws of dampening, sorption, polarity, capillarity and many others is possible. The
phenomena of penetrated media phase transfers will have their own influence, if they are accompanied



by alterations of penetrated medium volume, for example, the increase of volume while freezing. The
influence of PTFE temperature extensions is possible, very high residual voltages in material structure
of workpiece blanks etc. Many of that facts have been described in literature in details [43, 60-67, 82,
85]. If there are no channels and pores for medium penetration, the problems of decreasing of
mechanical properties of PTFE samples material will be taken off.

In some cases the problem may be driven to the absolutely other aspect, for example, to the
necessity of keeping the record of plastizing effect phenomena at mutual influence of fluoroorganic and
chlororganic and at the presence of high tense state of the material in the points of curve of belled areas
at lining of columns using PTFE lammelar/laminated/sheet for rectification of choloroform [82, 85, 86].

If we change the structure of material of PTFE article using the radiation, then wear resistance of
material will increase several times compare to the introduction of most effective filling agents [87].

Using structural modification we have developed the technology of sheets' welding and PTFE fitting
welding with the weld strength and heat-affected zone, exceeding the strength of details being welded.

3. Making Articles out of PTFE Using Nanotechnologies.

According to researchers data packing factor of crystalline phase of PTFE does not change its value
before and after article molding and sintering. Thus amorphous phase defines uniformity of article
structure. Amorphous areas of PTFE in article has nanosizes. Hence problem of forming PTFE article
structure is problem of nanolevel [88].    

One of the known example of using PTFE nanotechnologies in Russia is obtaining PTFE
nanoparticles by controlled thermo destruction of PTFE powder (row material or waste)[88-90, 48]. It is
very interesting direction are gave significant economical effect.

Next  example is connected with discovering/ revelation of the abilities of different fillings in small
quantities to influence the modification of PTFE structure increasing the wear-resistance of the material
[48, 74, 91].

The control of material structure density of articles made from PTFE can be referred to as the third
direction of works regarding the improving of materials' properties. The gas permeability itself is one of
the significant characteristics of fettling elements made from PTFE in the form of free inserts for
chemical apparatus, pipeline joints/units/assembly units, valves, pumps of different types and for the
laboratory dishware as well, shipping containers and different vessels for storage of chemical
compounds. That's completely sufficient for the wide practical application of results we have achieved
for the purpose of perfecting the existing production technologies and the articles themselves, and also
for new developments.

Conclusion

- The material structure of PTFE workpiece blanks can be inhomogeneous and even obtains defects.
That correspondingly transfers onto the articles obtained  from workpiece blanks.   

- Structure inhomogeneity and defects can be seen on the photos obtained using electronic
microscope. Every structure fragment can be described, given a qualitative characteristic. The
qualification of structure elements can be introduced and even the album of structures typical
characteristic for PTFE structures can be created.  

- Density for every type of PTFE structures can be evaluated in quantitive terms using the coefficient
of permeability by helium. The degree of gas permeability will depend on technological history of
production. Comparing quantitive and qualitative rating/ valuation of every structure type to the obtaining
conditions of samples under research/study we can estimate the degree of influence of technological
and other factors on the opportunity to control the material structure density. 

- Using the example of PTFE samples gas permeability we demonstrate the opportunity and
reachability of effective regulation of density and configuration of PTFE articles material nanostructure
by technological operational modes of production, which can be used to improve a number of other
properties of PTFE articles.  

- The achieved degree of articles material structure density and its alteration during the operating
process can be controlled according to the change of measured gas permeability by helium using
nondestructive control methods, by now it is not achievable using other methods.
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